November 2020

M6 Stage 1
Power supply investigations on Bryant Street, Farr Street,
Bay Street and West Botany Street, Rockdale from
Friday 20 November

We will be carrying out geotechnical
investigations in your area so we can
determine a power supply route to help
us build the M6 Stage 1 project.
We will continue to keep you updated
with information about the route and our
work to install the power supply.
What does our work involve?
Our work involves carrying out investigations
to located existing underground utilities.
We will use light vehicles, a vacuum
excavation truck, concrete saw and a
generator to complete the work.

Our work schedule
Our work will move progressively along the route
shown over the page. The work will take up to
five weeks to complete, weather permitting.
Some of our work may need to take place at
night when traffic volumes are lower. We will
spend up to two nights at each location.
Our work hours are:
Day work:

7am to 6pm, Monday to Friday
8am to 1pm Saturday

Night work: 9pm to 4am, Monday to Thursday

How will our work affect you?
Our work may be a little noisy as we will be
cutting into concrete for short periods of time
and using a vacuum excavation truck.
For the safety of our workers and the
community, we may need to temporarily
close some street parking and make some
traffic changes during our work. Please
follow our traffic signs and drive safely.

About the M6 Stage 1 project
The M6 Stage 1 project will provide a new
four kilometre underground motorway
connection between the M8 at Arncliffe and
President Avenue, Kogarah, connecting
southern Sydney to the motorways network.
When the project is complete, the M6 Stage 1
will remove 2,000 trucks a day from surface
roads and help ease congestion – returning
local streets to communities.
Currently, infrastructure construction projects are
considered essential to the economy and will
continue as planned across the city and the
state.
The safety and wellbeing of our workforce and
the wider community is our highest priority. Our
people are following hygiene and appropriate
social distancing measures and will continue to
do so.

Location of investigation work on Bryant Street, Farr Street, Bay Street and
West Botany Street, Rockdale

